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Biometric
cards must
for fishermen
this season
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: Security agencies have asked fishermen not
to go out on high seas without
biometric cards issued to
them by the state government.
The fishing season starts
from August 15. Kuldip Singh
Sheoran, commander of
Coast Guard, north-west re-

COASTAL SECURITY
gion, said at a seminar on Friday that patrol boats would
not allow fishermen to go out
to the sea unless they had
proper identity documents.
“If we find men on a boat with-

‘Need for better
coordination, use
of local language’
Ahmedadad: Among the voices
of government officials, an
independent voice emerged
from Pandurang Chaule,
president of national fishermen
association, at the meet, who
pointed at lacunae at the
present system. “Officials
speak English or Hindi, while
fishermen speak the local
language. It sometimes creates
a communication gap and even
distrust. We have thus urged
the officials to keep at least an
officer or local person who can
work as intermediary,” said
Chaule. TNN

out biometric cards, we will
send the boat back,” he said.
However, some leaders of the
fishermen’s community protested, saying that half the
fishermen did not have such
identity cards.
Sheoran was speaking at a
daylong seminar organized
by the state police at Gujarat
National Law University on
legal matters having a bearing on fishermen and national
security. Senior officials of
Gujarat police, state intelligence bureau, the Navy and
the Coast Guard attended the
seminar where they also interacted with leaders of the
fishing community. Security
agencies’ estimate of number
of fishermen in state varies
from 1.67 lakh to 3 lakh.

faws. But for the most part, the humour is for the child in you.
Akshay Kumar is in top form.
Having done a multitude of masala movies, he’s become a khiladi. His bonding with the dog
(especially in comic scenes) has
those ‘oh-so-cute’ moments. The
golden retriever is not a wonderful actor; but his eyes can melt
your heart.
— Meena Iyer

CINEMA OF THE WEEK
Entertainment (Comedy)

★★★

Cast: Akshay Kumar, Tamannaah,
Sonu Sood, Krushna, Prakash Raj
and Junior—the wonder dog
Direction: Sajid-Farhad
Duration: 2 hours 20 minutes
Language: Hindi (U/A)
58888 code: ent

The Hundred-Foot Journey
(Drama) ★★★

■ Akhil Lokhande, the illegitimate

son of a Bangkok billionaire, finds
out that his inheritance has been
willed to a dog, Entertainment.
And there are also other baddies
playing dogs-in-the-manger.

E

ntertainment tells you the
story of how one Daddy’s Najayaz Aulad (illegitimate
child), abbreviated in the film as
DNA, stumbles upon the fact that
he is actually a poor Mumbai boy
born to a billionaire from Bangkok. His father, Pannalal Johri
(Dalip Tahil in a garlanded photoframe on the wall), has bequeathed
his wealth to his pet dog Entertainment (Junior), because he
could not in his lifetime locate his
real son, Akhil Lokhande (Akshay Kumar).
After a romantic interlude
with his girlfriend Saakshi (Tamannaah) in Mumbai, Akhil flies
to Bangkok. His best friend Jugnu
(Krushna, good comic-tuning)
and he make grand plans to get
rid of the dog, who stands between him and his billions.
But the canine is nobody’s
fool. Man and beast find ways to
outsmart each other and when
they can’t kill each other, they
join forces. Here, a fresh set of
villains, Prakash Raj and Sonu
Sood, named Karan-Arjun (there
are many stereotypes), are introduced. They, too, are eyeing the
same pile of wealth. So now,

RATING SCALE

Akhil and Entertainment have to
get the better of the baddies.
Debutant directors SajidFarhad, who have the dubious distinction of having written very
successful Bollywood no-brainers
like the Golmaal series, Dhamaal,
and Housefull 2, and who have salvaged themselves to a degree by
writing the Singham films, could
have salvaged their first directorial venture by keeping it tight,
despite the stereotypes.
However, because the jokes are
repetitive by nature, the LOL (laughout-loud) moments are few and far
between. The dialogue, which uses
Bollywood actor-director names
like, “I so Rajini-can’t”, does get guf-

POOR ★

AVERAGE ★★
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French cuisine, can he come
home to Maison Mumbai?
Despite its clichés (“You cook
to make ghosts”), this is a poignant, pretty film. Its prettiness
is a drawback though as shots of
sweetly charming French rural
life, cobblestoned streets, cheery
farmers’ markets, forest-green
lanes, et al take over. Sinking
pleasurably into its own charms,
the movie hesitates to bite deep
into stronger flavours—but when
it does, it’s a delight. The chemistry between ace actors Puri and

Cast: Om Puri, Helen Mirren,
Manish Dayal, Charlotte Le Bon,
Juhi Chawla
Direction: Lasse Hallstrom
Duration: 2 hours 2 minutes
Language: English (U)
58888 code: hun

in a French village—opposite a Michelin-starred restaurant. What
happens when rival Madame Mallory discovers Hassan’s talent?

S

WATCHABLE ★★★

Cast: Richard Armitage, Sarah
Wayne Callies, Matt Walsh,
Alycia Debnam Carey, Nathan
Kress, Max Deacon
Direction: Steven Quale
Duration: 1 hour 30 minutes
Language: English (U/A)
58888 code: int
■ Towering tornadoes take centre
stage here as they cut through
small towns in America like a hot
knife through butter. A group of
storm chasers and a few add-ons
try to document the destruction.

P

■ Hassan’s family starts a desi joint

o, The Hundred-Foot Journey
is an interesting dish—it’s
about food but actually, it’s not.
It’s about relationships, loss and
the fulfilment a great meal—and
a new bond—brings. After losing
his wife (Juhi Chawla, wasted in
a blink-brief role consisting of
stirring pots while mouthing
cringe-inducing clichés like,
“Sea urchins taste of life”) in a
Mumbai riot, restaurateur
Kadam (Puri) and his five children, including gifted Hassan
(Dayal), relocate and start a
desi eatery in a French villageopposite haughty Madame
Mallory’s (Mirren) Michelinstarred restaurant.
As the two restaurateurs
declare war via vegetables and
fish, Hassan learns French
cooking and kissing with Madame’s sous chef, pretty Marguerite (Le Bon). But what happens when Madame discovers
Hassan’s genius can help her
win another Michelin star?
And once Hassan begins his
hundred-foot journey towards

Into the Storm (Action/
Thriller) ★★★

Mirren crackles like tadka—and
when they dance, their loneliness
mingles, like caramel, like sugar
stirred into tea.
Dayal too cuts an endearing
figure as talented Hassan, turning into hot property via “Maydam”, one coriander omelette at
a time. His romance with Le Bon
could’ve had more steam—but
there’s one scene of jagged jealousy, where Marguerite resents
Hassan’s success, that stands
out. Similarly, Madame’s head
chef Jean, who smoulders with
resentful racism, brings a dash
of bitter reality to this picturepostcard land.
But such reality-bites are fleeting here. This is a food fairytale
which prefers the sweet to the tart,
cream to the karelas of life.
Yet, it takes all those tastes to
create a great dish.
This one’s a nice one.
—Srijana Mitra Das

GOOD ★★★

VERY GOOD ★★★★

ete Moore (Walsh) is obsessed
with tornadoes and will take
great risks to get the perfect shot. In
fact, it wouldn’t be too far from the
truth to call him way beyond eccentric. With him is a meteorologist
single mom Allison (Callies), who
keeps in touch with her young
daughter using video chat, when
not chasing storms. The biggest
name in the cast is Armitage, (last
seen in the Hobbit films). Here, he
plays Gary, Silverton High School’s
vice-principal in the town where
the action unfolds. His two estranged sons Trey (Kress) and Donnie (Deacon) have yet to come to
terms with the passing of their
mother who died two years ago.
And so, the movie is essentially
about running away from tornadoes, running towards them or taking shelter from tornadoes.
The few tender moments in the
film are plain awkward and the nondescript cast is forgettable, except
for Armitage, who puts in a decent
show. But the camera work is pretty
nifty and a few cautious asides are
thrown referring to the climate
change/global warming angle. However, you’re not going to watch this
for hidden references and double
meanings. Special effects drive the
film throughout and it doesn’t drag.
We’ve seen disaster films involving extraterrestrials, tsunamis and
various other natural (destructive)
phenomena in recent times. So, it’s
only fitting that we get a film that
shows us the kind of devastation

VERY GOOD + ★★★★

HC gives nod for demolition of old court building at Bhadra
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: Gujarat high court
on Friday gave green signal for
demolition of the old court building at Bhadra, which also forms a
part of Mughal-era monument
Azam Khan’s sarai, to make way
for a multi-storied court building
in the centre of the city.
Rejecting a PIL filed by advocate I M Khan, the HC permitted

HC rejected the PIL after the
Centre said that the structure
sought to be protected by the
petitioner was not a listed
monument of Archaeological
Survey of India
demolition outside the protected
monument of Bhadra Fort. The
HC junked the PIL after the Cen-

tre said that the structure sought
to be protected by the petitioner is
not a listed monument by the Ar-

chaeological Survey of India
(ASI). Moreover, it was also submitted that the proposed structure is outside the 100-metre prohibited area from the nearest
listed monument.
However, it was also made
clear by the authorities that the
main structure of Azam Khan’s
Sarai will not be disturbed by the
proposed construction.
Khan’s PIL claimed that the

court is just a part of the Mughalera structure and it should not be
pulled down. He also claimed that
the demolition and construction
projects at Bhadra court do not
have adequate permission from
the National Monument Authority.
The HC, however, has stayed
demolition for two weeks after the
petitioner sought time to move
the Supreme Court.
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thundering tornadoes can wreak.
While Twister (1996) was the last film
of note to deal with this subject, Into
the Storm utilises today’s entire palette of VFX wizardry as well as
plenty of first person point of view
shots to convey the same thrills, on
a far more grandiose scale.
So, if you get your jollies watching houses, cars and even a bunch
of passenger planes flung into the
air like toys, you might like this.
— Reagan Gavin Rasquinha

OUTSTANDING ★★★★★

Amrut Prajapati
murder: Four get
anticipatory bail
Ahmedabad: Gujarat high court on
Friday granted anticipatory bail to
four persons who were wanted by the
police in connection with the killing
Amrut Prajapati, a former aide of
Asaram, in Rajkot in June last.
Prajapati was shot at by two motorcycle-borne assailants when he
was attending patients at his Rajkot
clinic. He was an ayurvedic doctor
and was working as a vidya with Asaram before he turned against him.
Rajkot police wanted K D Parmar, Ajay Patel, Meghji Patel and
Rambhai Thakkar in connection
with the murder. They were booked
with charges of murder, illegally
holding firearms, and criminal conspiracy. The four moved HC for protection from arrest. Justice A J Desai
granted anticipatory bail to them at
furnishing bail bond of Rs 25,000
each. Besides, they cannot leave the
country without prior permission of
the court and they will have to stay
away from the witnesses and will not
attempt to tamper any evidence. TNN
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IIT-Gn gets award
for international
collaboration
IIT Gandhinagar’s internationalization strategy was awarded
the ‘World Education Award
2014’ at the World Education
Summit in New Delhi on Friday.
IIT-Gn was declared winner in
the category of ‘global collaborative learning’ at the summit,
which is organised annually by
Elets Technomedia, All India
Confederation for Women's Empowerment Through Education
(AICWETE), National Commission for Minority Educational Institutions (NCMEI) and United
Nations Educational Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). One third of IIT-Gn undergraduate students receive international educational
experience during their time at
the Institute. Around 15% of IITGn faculty is visiting faculty
from across the world.

Saurabh Patel to promote
GIFT City in Dubai: Gujarat’s
finance minister Saurabh Patel
is on a tour of Dubai to promote
Gift City and to boost foreign investment in the state. Additional
chief secretary of finance department Hasmukh Adhia and
GIFT City’s chief executive officer Ramakant Jha are accompanying Patel. Patel will visit Dubai
International Finance Center
and Dubai Multinational Center.

Ahmedabad division of
Western Railway awarded:
Ahmedabad Division of Western
Railway was awarded first position for excellent work in ‘Rajbhasha implementation’ in 201314, consecutively for the fifth
year by Rajbhasha Shield and
Panegyrics during the meeting
of Rajbhasha Implementation
Committee held recently.

